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In this article, we present how Barco, a global technology company, used an operations 

research optimization model, which was supported by an efficient solution method, to 

implement platforms—common structures from which sets of products could be made—for 

the design and production of its high-tech medical displays. Our optimization model captures 

all cost aspects related to the use of platforms; thus, it is an objective tool that considers the 

input from marketing, sales, research and development (R&D), operations, and the supply 

chain. This comprehensive view allowed Barco to avoid the excessive costs that may result 

from the implementation of an incorrect platform. Our model supported Barco in 

determining the elements that should comprise each platform, the number of platforms to 

develop, and the products to derive from each platform. The results of the project led to 

reductions in safety stock and increased flexibility due to the use of platforms: R&D can now 

introduce twice as many products using the same resources, thus increasing Barco’s 

earnings by over 5 million euros annually and reducing product introduction time by nearly 

50 percent. 
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Barco, a global technology company listed on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE Euronext 

Brussels), designs, develops, and produces networked visualization and collaboration 

solutions for the entertainment, enterprise, and healthcare markets. It operates in more than 

90 countries, has approximately 3,500 employees worldwide, and had a turnover of 1,081 

billion euro in 2016. Barco’s healthcare division produces displays for diagnostics in 

mammography, surgery, and dentistry. Like many other companies in the past few years, 

Barco has expanded its product line to make it more diverse. Its objectives were to tap into 

global market opportunities, strengthen its competitive position, and meet the demands of 

its customers and rapidly evolving technological innovations. From 2012 to 2016, the 

number of products in Barco’s diagnostic healthcare portfolio increased rapidly. The 

diagnostic displays, which are responsible for most of the diagnostic imaging turnover, 

increased from 8 to 17 variants. The portfolio also includes many other products with lower 

turnover, such as accessories, graphical boards, and review displays. From 2012 to 2016. the 

number of diagnostic imaging products increased from 103 to 168. 

Although the increased number of products had a positive impact on customer 

satisfaction, it also increased Barco’s product and process complexity, operational costs, and 

R&D resources. Barco’s healthcare customers typically want their products to be delivered 

within the same month, whereas electronical components tend to have lead times of 20 

weeks or longer. The increase in products made forecasting more difficult, and resulted in 

higher obsolescence costs because of scrapped (i.e., end-of-life) inventories. The large 

variety of components also led to increased material-management and sourcing-related 

costs, which included supplier-management and purchase-execution costs, lower volume 
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discounts, and higher quality-inspection costs on the incoming material deliveries. Finally, 

because of operational challenges, the delivery performance, measured by the number of 

order lines that are delivered completely and on time, suffered. All back-end operations were 

impacted. 

In such a situation, a company can retain its profit margins in either of two ways: 

increase prices to recover the extra costs, or invest in an improved operating model. Barco 

chose the latter by instituting platforms: common structures from which sets of products can 

be produced. Platform-based product development enabled Barco to cope with the product 

variety in its medical displays. In this article, we discuss how these platform strategy 

decisions were supported through a supply chain cost-optimization model. The model 

enabled Barco to define the number of platforms it should develop, which products to derive 

from them, and the benefits it could achieve from a platform implementation. Our model 

includes all relevant supply chain costs impacted by platforms; thus, it is an objective tool 

that considers input from marketing, sales, research and development (R&D), operations, 

and the supply chain. Given the complexity of the model, we also developed an efficient 

solution method to reduce computation time, which allowed us to conduct sensitivity 

analyses on the input parameters, such as the demand forecast and the various cost inputs. 

What are Platforms? 

The introduction of commonality in product design and postponing the point of 

differentiation is a well-known recipe: when mass production (i.e., the ability to produce at 

a low cost because of standardization and economies of scale), a concept that Henry Ford 

made famous at the beginning of the 20th century, became obsolete in industries in which 

companies began to require customized products, the focus shifted to mass customization, 

which combines the benefits of mass production with the ability to offer a wide variety of 
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customized products (Pine 1993). By the end of the 20th century, the concept of platform-

based product development became an established medium for executing the mass 

customization principle (Robertson and Ulrich 1998). The platform concept is known 

principally from its application in the automotive industry, where several distinct car 

variants are derived from one common platform. However, many other companies and 

industries, including Xerox, Dell, and Swatch (de Weck et al. 2003), have also introduced 

platforms into their operations. The prime objective of platforms is to provide product 

variety in the market (downstream variety), while limiting the operational complexity 

(upstream variety) (Simpson et al. 2006). 

Platforms can take different forms: process platforms, brand platforms, and customer 

platforms (Sawhney 1998). Our focus is on physical product platforms. We follow the 

definition in Meyer and Lehnerd (1997) and define a product platform as a “set of 

subsystems and interfaces that form a common structure from which a stream of derivative 

products can be efficiently developed and produced” (p. 39). A distinction can be made 

between modular (configurable) platforms and customizable platforms: the former refers to 

interchangeable modular parts; the latter (Barco’s approach) consists of an integral 

monolithic part of the product, from which distinctive product variants can be derived by 

adding extra components to tailor the platforms to the individual products’ requirements 

(Du et al. 2014). 

Platform Implementation: Key Challenges  

The concept of introducing platforms at Barco dates to 2009, when Barco’s healthcare 

division struggled to control its working-capital requirements in the aftermath of the 

financial crisis. The CEO urged improvement in its inventory positions, without 

compromising on delivery performance. Inspired by the ‘Design for Supply Chain’ 
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movement, the supply chain manager at that time introduced the concept of modularity and 

commonality into Barco’s design and product management to enable delayed product 

differentiation or postponement. The objective was to reduce complexity and inventory and 

to improve responsiveness to customer needs. 

Inspired by the automotive sector and the Lego-toy concept, Barco Healthcare 

initially wanted to develop one modular platform from which all medical displays could be 

derived. The division first experimented with implementing a modular platform for the 

diagnostic radiology displays. This modular platform, called the P900, was a combination of 

several modules—groups of components, each of which focused on different functionalities, 

linked by connectors (couplings). Figure 1 shows the design of the P900 platform, consisting 

of a common base used in all products, and extra customized boards coupled by connectors 

to the common base.  
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Figure 1. This Initial Platform Design Was Modular and Was Used for All Product 

Variants  

 

 

Note. Because of this modular design, several modules were overdesigned and connecting 

them was expensive.  

Because this platform had to cover all possible product variants, its design was 

excessive in relation to the products derived from it; that is, the performance level of the 

platform was higher than that of the products derived from it. Moreover, because the 

platform used a modular design, integrating these modules through connectors was costly 

and the overlap in components within the modules resulted in unnecessary expense. Thus, 

the results of this platform implementation for the diagnostic displays was disappointing 

and did not deliver the benefits Barco sought. The high additional and unexpected costs 

made Barco realize that despite the promising advantages of product platforms, a successful 

implementation of platforms is not straightforward. If not well implemented, it could result 

in higher operational costs. 
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In 2012, Barco became engaged in the European research program, Variety in safety-

critical embedded systems (VARIES). As part of this project, a mathematical model was 

developed to support Barco in its platform implementation and to address the following 

questions: 

• What should the platforms look like? Should they be designed in a modular way with 

interchangeable parts, or would a design that incorporates an integral customizable part of 

the product, from which distinctive product variants can be derived by adding extra 

components, be more appropriate?  

• Which physical and design elements should the platform cover?  

•  How many platforms should Barco develop, given the scope of its product portfolio?  

Would the use of one common platform for all product variants be advisable, or would the 

introduction of multiple platforms be cost beneficial? In the latter case, which products 

should be derived from which platforms? 

• Is the introduction of platforms cost beneficial for Barco’s medical portfolio? 

 

Platform Implementation 

The project was led by Barco’s supply chain department while the project researchers were 

associated with Vlerick Business School. In the first phase of the project, we used the 

methods of quality function deployment (Chan and Wu 2002) and design-structure matrix 

to gain insights into the various product features, their perceived value to the customer, and 

their links to components in the product’s bill of material. This exercise revealed that 

disentangling the various components leading to a specific image quality was often 

impossible; therefore, clustering the various component groups for one specific product 
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attribute without overlapping with other component groups was difficult. Thus, a modular 

platform design was less appropriate for Barco’s medical displays. 

The exercise also revealed that image quality, defined mainly by the resolution, 

contrast, and brightness of the display, is of primary importance to customers. Because the 

printed circuit board (PCB) of a medical display is a prime determinant of the image quality, 

we defined the PCB as the product platform. These PCBs consist of electrical schemes, 

mechanical architectures, and electromechanical components for which commonality and 

reuse over multiple product variants can be achieved. The product variants are then 

obtained by adding electronic and mechanical components to the PCB. Because the PCB is an 

integral part of the final product, rather than a combination of modules, we define it as a 

customizable platform; it is a monolithic (i.e., nonmodular and nonscalable) part of the final 

product, from which distinctive product variants are derived by adding extra components to 

customize and tailor the platforms to the requirements of the individual products. Figure 2 

illustrates a PCB platform and a medical display. 

Figure 2. The Printed Circuit Board (Right) Is Common for a Set of Diagnostic Displays 

(Left) 

 

 

In parallel with the platform definition, component variants were also rationalized. 

Formerly, the designers had the freedom to choose which components to use, which led to a 
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substantial increase in component variety. Therefore, Barco introduced a component basket: 

a list of preferred components that the designers could use. This limited the variety of 

components used from the early design phase and at the component level. 

Once the platforms were defined, Barco had to determine the number of platforms 

that should serve the product portfolio, and the level of overdesign or underdesign of each 

platform in comparison to the products derived from that platform. This platform 

configuration had an impact on the departments within the company, including sales, R&D, 

operations, supply chain, and procurement. Each department had its own opinion on the 

optimal platform configuration. Moreover, although the benefits of using platforms, such as 

the reuse of development efforts and a reduced inventory because of less part heterogeneity, 

are clear (Simpson et al. 2014), adapting the platforms to the requirements of individual 

products incurs a cost (Krishnan and Gupta 2001). Fewer platforms (i.e., more commonality 

in platforms) may sometimes lead to an inability to derive new product variants that are 

radically different from the current portfolio (Van den Broeke and Boute 2014, Gonzalez-

Zugasti et al. 2001), or reduced product performance. The latter was unacceptable for 

Barco’s medical displays, because they are targeted to the high-end market segment. 

Therefore, Barco had to consider all cost factors and carefully weigh both the cost benefits 

and disadvantages of a platform implementation. 

We validated the decision to move to platform-based products and enable the 

implementation of these products. The business objective of the project was to produce more 

variants with less cost, less cash outlay, and less R&D impact. A scientifically validated model 

could then serve the company as an objective tool to make platform decisions and align the 

various departments and functions to achieve this objective. 
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Optimal Platform Configuration 

We developed an optimization model to assign each of the 17 products in Barco’s diagnostic 

display portfolio to a platform so that total operational costs are minimized and such that all 

products in the portfolio satisfy the desired quality requirements. The model considers a set 

of possible customizable platforms from which the set of products in the product portfolio 

can be derived. 

Where the product variants are a combination of product features (i.e., attributes), 

the set of platforms is determined by a combination of design parameters that can provide 

these features. For example, the features of Barco’s diagnostic displays include the megapixel 

count, which can range from 2 to 12 megapixels, and the color levels, which can be greyscale 

or color. This requires different design parameters on the PCB (e.g., supporting a different 

power consumption or pixel pitch). The derivation (or customization) of the platforms into 

the product variants is done by adding extra components to the platforms. Depending on the 

product-platform combination, different components may be required in this derivation 

step. In the extreme case in which each display is derived from its own platform, no 

commonality exists, but platforms need little customization. Conversely, when developing 

only one low-end platform, high commonality exists but customization is expected to be 

extensive. The objectives are to determine which of the possible platforms Barco should 

develop, and the platforms from which it should derive each product in the product portfolio. 

Figure 3 visualizes our optimization model. 
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Figure 3. By Adding Extra Components During Customization, The Optimization Model 

Determines the Customizable Platforms from Which Barco Should Derive the 

Products In Its Portfolio  

 

 

Note. Each platform consists of a set of design parameters (DP); each product in the portfolio 

consists of a set of features (F). Some product-platform combinations may be technically 

infeasible. 

 

Most research discussed in the platform design literature evaluates the optimal 

platform configuration from an engineering perspective or a limited set of costs (Baldwin 

and Clark 2000, Seepersad et al. 2000), or looks at the impact of using platforms on the 

optimal number of suppliers (Zhang and Huang 2010) or the product performance (Fellini 

et al. 2006, D’Souza and Simpson 2003). These models were not sufficient, because the cost 

categories considered were too limited to support the platform decisions at Barco; therefore, 

we quantified the platforms’ impact on all relevant costs throughout the supply chain, in net 

present value over the expected lifetime of the platform. At Barco, the average lifetime of a 

display is approximately five years. In Van den Broeke et al. (2017c) we developed a 
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simulation model to determine the optimal lifetime of platforms: platforms should be able to 

support the current and future product portfolio; yet, they need to be renewed in time to 

incorporate new technological evolutions. The Barco departments provided inputs into the 

model and retrieved data from the bills of material. The conceptualization of the model was 

based on the same data, interviews with Barco managers, and a review of existing literature. 

We developed the model in Matlab. In addition to scalability, one of the benefits of using 

Matlab was that R&D also uses it and thus accepts it.  
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Figure 4. This Graphic Shows an Overview of the Relevant Supply Chain Costs 

Impacted by Using Platforms and Customization 

 

 

Figure 4 illustrates the building blocks of our cost model. Below, we list the relevant 

supply chain costs related to the platforms and to the customization of products: 

• The development costs include the time needed to develop a platform from scratch 

(including prototyping, certification, and testing), the cost of the R&D engineers, and the 

design time needed to change the platform to accommodate new products. We also included 

a potential reduction of development time when some designs and architectures can be 

reused for multiple platforms. We noticed that using platforms considerably reduces total 

development time compared to the time needed to develop each product from scratch. 

• The manufacturing costs include equipment, tooling, changeovers, and facilities. 

Barco outsources the production of the platforms (i.e., PCBs), but does the customization of 

the platforms into the product variants in-house. Platforms increase commonality; therefore, 

Barco could obtain higher quantity discounts, reducing the purchasing cost of the PCBs. 

Conversely, the use of common platforms required more customization because of the need 

to add components. This resulted in an increase in the purchasing costs of components. 
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• The inventory-related costs cover the capital cost, warehousing storage cost, 

insurance of both cycle and safety inventory, cost of inventory shortages, and ordering costs 

(i.e., packaging, transportation, and distribution) of both platforms and components. 

• Finally, we quantified the production-related costs to derive and customize final 

products from the platforms. This activity is customarily performed in-house. 

Please see Van den Broeke et al. (2015) for a detailed description of our optimization 

problem and the different cost components. 

Our contributions are twofold: first, we include a comprehensive view of the entire 

supply chain; in contrast, previous efforts focused narrowly. Second, our solution method is 

efficient. Our assignment problem is nonlinear, because we optimize the buying quantities, 

and include binary decision variables to assign a product to a platform. Moreover, the 

number of scenarios increases exponentially. For example, for the 17 diagnostic displays 

with 17 possible platforms, the number of possible scenarios for which we must evaluate the 

total costs is 1717 = 8.27×1020. That’s because the assignment problem considers which 

platforms to produce and which products to build from which platforms. Because our 

assignment problem is NP-hard and binary nonlinear, we developed fathoming rules that 

can be implemented in a branch-and-bound solution procedure, or in heuristics, such as 

simulated annealing and genetic algorithms. Please see Van den Broeke et al. (2015, 2017a) 

for descriptions of these rules and our efficient solution method. This method led to benefits 

in computation time, which additionally allowed Barco to conduct sensitivity analyses on the 

input parameters, such as demand forecast and the various cost inputs.  

Many people think that introducing platforms using the principle of commonality 

leads to economies of scale and scope in product development, procurement, manufacturing, 

and material and inventory costs, and that increased standardization leads to reduced costs. 
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However, by quantifying all relevant supply chain costs, we demonstrated that this is not 

necessarily the case: because of the diversity in its portfolio, developing multiple platforms, 

instead of a single common platform for all products, was advantageous to Barco. The model 

revealed the trade-off between costs incurred on the platform level and costs incurred in 

customizing these platforms to the products. This trade-off is driven by (1) the number of 

platforms developed, and (2) whether these platforms are underdesigned or overdesigned. 

Using fewer platforms may reduce platform costs because of commonality and economies of 

scale; however, these benefits might be offset by the high capital investments of 

overdesigned platforms, or in case of underdesigned platforms, by the high number of 

potentially more expensive components needed during customization. In Van den Broeke et 

al. (2017b), we provide a detailed analysis of the optimal platform investment strategy using 

an investment-customization trade-off curve. 
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Figure 5. The Platform Costs Increase as the Number of Platforms Developed 

Increases; However, the Customization Costs Decrease.  

 

Note. The optimal number of platforms is determined by the sum of both cost curves.  

Figure 5 illustrates that the total costs evolve depending on the degree of 

commonality for the 17 diagnostic displays that Barco produces in-house. If Barco develops 

a platform for each of the 17 product diagnostic displays (i.e., uses no platform 

commonality), the total supply chain costs are excessively high. However, if it develops only 

one platform for all products, the commonality benefits at the platform level could be 

maximal; however, this leads to high customization costs. Our results confirmed that 

increased commonality is not always advantageous, and one standard platform, from which 

a company can derives all its products, should not be that company’s prime objective. For 

the 17 diagnostic imaging displays, the development of three platforms was the most cost 

effective: one low-end platform that covers 10 products, one middle platform that covers 6 

products, and one high-end platform for one innovative new product (Figure 6). These 

results are driven by the development costs of the medical displays, which are significantly 

higher than the customization costs. This also explains why Barco should underdesign its 
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platforms—not overdesign the PCBs. Obviously, when implementing this model in another 

company or industry, the curves and optimal platforms configuration may differ. 

Figure 6. Our Model Determined That Three Platforms Are Optimal to Derive the 17 

Diagnostic Displays 

 

 

 

Deployment of Platform Approach 

The project was initiated at Barco in 2011. When our analysis revealed that three platforms 

should be developed for the 17 diagnostic displays, the platform team started sequentially 

designing the three platforms. The team designed the platforms in a schematic platform; that 

is, it used a common architecture for all three platforms. Thus, it achieved commonality and 
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reuse at the PCB design level used in the R&D process. Indeed, while most platform designs 

seek commonality at the level of the physical components, because of this project, Barco also 

received the benefits of design reuse (i.e., the schematics). 

When the product design team could envision the platforms, it started to design the 

displays using those platforms. By spring 2017, all diagnostic imaging displays were 

produced from the platforms, and diagnostic imaging began the next platform cycle. Barco 

now uses the platform-based approach for its next generation of diagnostic imaging 

products. In 2015, Barco introduced the same platform approach in other healthcare 

segments, and is currently evaluating the use of platforms in its other business units. 

The platform-based approach is now fully embedded in Barco’s R&D planning 

process. Whereas R&D previously developed each product from scratch, it now begins its 

development of new products from the current platforms. This new approach provides more 

consistency, increases component reuse, and results in a shorter time to market. Although 

the initial development of the platforms took approximately three years for a platform, the 

process enabled Barco to introduce follow-up products, which used the same platform but 

included more features, at an extraordinarily high rate. This process required much less R&D 

effort; therefore, Barco could introduce new products more efficiently. 

This clearly involved a substantial change in the R&D process, and required Barco to 

adapt many of its processes to implement the new platform strategy. Innovation is integral 

to Barco’s culture and R&D processes are at its core. For example, the company reinvests 10 

percent of its revenue into R&D, and approximately 20 percent of its employees are 

engineers. Moreover, because engineers value design freedom, R&D’s acceptance of our 

project was an essential key to its success. Otherwise, this project would have been an 

academic exercise without implementation. We believe that the R&D team was so willing to 
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accept the implementation of platforms because it increased the team’s efficiency, as the 

faster time-to-market for products proved, and provided a tool the team could use to validate 

R&D technical concepts and strategies. Given the major shift in the way that R&D designs as 

a result of this project, the likelihood that the team would revert to its old way of designing 

is considered negligible. 

Given the project’s impact on several departments at Barco, cross-functional 

collaboration was a major challenge. Prior to this project, the R&D, marketing, and supply 

chain departments had differing opinions on a platform approach. Platform discussions 

always ended in philosophical discussions and few decisions were made. Using operations 

research, we could frame those philosophical discussions in terms of dollars; discussions 

suddenly became objective rather than subjective. The supply chain department was in the 

ideal position to drive this product development project. As such, this department impacted 

the planning of new products and the electronics architecture. 

Benefits 

Below, we list the benefits that Barco realized because of its implementation of product 

platforms.  

• Because of the commonality and reuse of components, safety stock decreased by 9 

percent compared to 2012 levels, and Barco expects it to decline by 37 percent by 2018, once 

the older products are phased out. 

• Operations can now deliver products more quickly; thus, customers are happier and 

revenue is generated earlier. Earlier revenue generation improved Barco’s working capital 

by half a million euro. 

• R&D can introduce twice as many products using the same R&D effort because of its 

improved efficiency. The introduction of new products is R&D intensive, and the platform 
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approach helped to considerably reduce this intensity. Product introduction times have 

decreased by almost 50 percent. The introduction of more new products has led to an 

increase in gross profits of more than 5 million euros annually. 

In addition to the measurable impacts, a qualitative impact is the increased flexibility 

in the supply chain because of a higher reuse of components that have a long lead time. As 

the rate of technological change and evolution increases, a company’s ability to rapidly 

introduce products is of strategic importance. This specific platform approach, where the 

platform is designed first and products are designed sequentially, allows these fast product 

introductions, while simultaneously keeping operational costs under control. As such, it 

supports the original business case of the project (Figure 7).  

 

Figure 7. We Graphically Show the Business Case for the Introduction of Platforms at 

Barco 

 

 

 

Finally, the improved product introduction time allows Barco to hasten the 

introduction of valuable new technologies to hospitals and patients. For example, the Barco 
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I-Luminate technology increases the probability of breast-cancer detection by up to 30 

percent, potentially saving the lives of thousands of women.  

Portability of Approach 

Although we developed our model for Barco, its cost structure is general, such that other 

companies can also implement it. With some adaptation and customization of the cost 

model’s building blocks (Figure 4), our model can be exported to other divisions, companies, 

and industries. We are currently implementing the project at a leading manufacturer of 

exhaust systems in the automotive sector; this company is also evaluating the introduction 

of platforms with similar business objectives in mind and has requested our academic 

support. 

The model is a tool that allows companies in diverse industries to objectively assess 

the monetary impact of the platform strategy, making it easier for the various departments 

involved in platform decisions to agree on the optimal design. Its execution can also give a 

company key insights on whether a platform strategy would be useful in its business 

environment. Our model’s comprehensive view, combined with its efficient solution 

methodology, allows a company to contend with a diverse range of settings; thus, it is 

suitable for use in a wide range of industries. 
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